
  

 

 

 

ARVIND Announces Exclusive Tie-Up  

with LYCRA® Fibre 
 

 

 
 

For its Cotton Stretch Denim 

 

Arvind and INVISTA are strengthening their partnership, with Arvind announcing that it will now 

manufacture its stretch denim fabric exclusively with LYCRA® Fibre. 

 

Arvind with its belief in design, innovation and sustainability will now offer a differentiated, premium 

denim fabric to brands in the Indian market. 

  

The tie-up assists Arvind (India’s largest manufacturer of Denim cloth in India) to drive penetration and 

increase market share in the domestic market. The total Denim business in India is 450 million mtrs per 

month & Arvind presently has a market share of 12-14% and a leader in the space.  

 

This partnership will play a key role in the growth of Arvind’s denim business in 2015; Arvind is targeting a 

growth of20-30% by year end. 

 

As part of this collaboration, Arvind will ensure that all Arvind denim fabrics are provided with an Arvind-

LYCRA® co-branded Hangtag, communicating the benefits to the end consumer. 

  

Over the past few years Arvind and INVISTA together have delivered many firsts in Denim, enabling brands to 

bring differentiated denim products for their respective discerning customers. This is happening yet again with 

the two experts collaborating together and energizing the denim market in India. 

 

The denim collection at Arvind has the latest innovations with concepts like Mutant Denim, Denim Structures, 

Neo Denim, Neo Cord, Neo Bubble and Boomerang Denim.  

 

All Arvind concepts have stretches powered by LYCRA® fibre and additionally showcase INVISTA 

performance concepts of dualFX®technology by LYCRA® brand, COOLMAX® fabric, COOLMAX® ALL 

SEASON® fabric and THERMOLITE® fabric.  

 

About LYCRA
®
 fiber  

 

The LYCRA
®

 fiber is an integral element in many of the world’s leading fashion brands but is often 

misunderstood. “LYCRA
®

” is not a fabric or type in its own right. It is not the name of the category of stretch 

fabrics or clothing.  It is the world’s leading brand of spandex fiber that can be combined with many other 

fabrics such as cotton, wool, leather or even cashmere. It is a brand that delivers the consumer promise of 

comfort, fit and freedom of movement. A touch of LYCRA
®

 fiber ingredient can help make garments and the 

people that wear them look better and feel better.  LYCRA
®

 branded fibers is essential ingredients in fashion 

today, driving innovation and working with designers and brands to produce stylish, beautiful clothes. 

LYCRA
®

 branded fibers are found in all types of garments from underwear and swimwear, jeans and tailored 

suits to sportswear, hosiery and sweaters.  The new LYCRA
®

 MOVES YOU™ consumer campaign reinforces 

the emotional link millions of consumers have developed with the brand and its association with comfort 

and personal freedom across a wide range of garments. 

 

More information on the LYCRA
®
 fibre brand: 

Visit at www.connect.LYCRA.com and www.LYCRA.com. Also find the LYCRA
®
 brand on social media by 

using @LYCRA Brand. 

http://www.connect.lycra.com/
http://www.lycra.com/
https://www.google.com/#q=%40LYCRABrand

